Oh no!
Now it has
Snowballed!
As they say, the plot thickens...
I’ve mentioned before that my belief on how
home-based education should be is that children
be supported in following their dreams and
interests. In doing so for my children, I have
taken on the role as supporter and provider of
necessities, such as tools and equipment. I’ve
managed it that way now for over twenty years and have
been extremely pleased with the experience and the results.
My eldest son Joel, now 27, completed his university
degree at age 18 years. Last year he went on to complete
his Ph.D. - a feat impossible if not for his education being
based at home.
Dion, 25, has already worked his way through six
occupations and is thoroughly enjoying the challenge of
working with ‘at risk’ teenagers. A job many would prefer
NOT to take on.
Tali, 19 this year, spends, as has always been the case,
most of his time involved in music and looks for the
occupation which will enable him the most money to be
spent on musical instruments, as well as the time to create
the music of his choice.
So far, so good! Then, as I wrote a few months ago, along
came the brumbies. What an experience that has been.
Clinic after clinic, book after book, conversation following
conversation, we have learned a lot. At the clinics it was
usually me asking most of the questions whilst Liam and
Erik (my youngest two sons) watched and listened intently.
There was even the comment from one woman, overheard
by a friend, that “that boy looks spaced out”. Apparently
she was not able to comprehend the look of serious
concentration on the face of a 13-year-old.
We have read many books about horses, particularly those
about natural and gentle methods of training. We have
discovered that indeed, there are quite a few well-known
trainers who share the belief that horses can learn best if
treated well.
So, where to from here?
We decided to go to the Echuca steam, horse and vintage
rally which kindled the interest of both Liam and Erik in
large working horses and all things old. As they do, one
thing led to another. Wandering around that day we met
up again with John, whom we’d met a few years earlier at
the Melbourne show. He runs a business called Storybook
based on teaching children about how things were done in
days gone by. Liam purchased a flint and steel so that he
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could learn to light fires in the manner
of past generations.
John suggested looking up a book by Ron
Edwards which explained how this worked and
so this we did, along with every other book available
in the library by the same author. The more we looked and
the more we read, the more interest Liam developed in
‘things of old’.
Strangely enough, even as a very small child Liam had
always said “When I grow up I want to live like they lived
in the olden days”. I thought it was cute back then, but
had no idea that he might know, even at such a young age,
what his future interests would be.
Concurrently we were researching whip making. Mainly
because at the time Liam was having difficulty with his
whip (a birthday gift the year before) that was regularly
breaking in one place or another. He had thus decided that
the best way to get one which didn’t do that, or at least
if it did you could fix it, would be to learn to make one
yourself. Liam remembered an article in the Weekly Times
newspaper about a man called Bob who made whips. And
so, with a bit of research and a few phone calls, we made
contact with Bob who has agreed to spend a day teaching
Liam how to begin.
So, back to the point of the article.
As I said, the whole thing has literally snowballed!
When the farrier came to trim the horses’ hooves, I was
chatting idly with him as he worked. I asked him when
he’d be ready to take Liam on as an apprentice, as he had
decided to become a farrier and blacksmith.
We chatted briefly about the need to wait until Liam was
15 and Daniel, his son, goes to work elsewhere. Then,
continuing the conversation, I mentioned that Liam had
now also decided that we needed a Clydesdale to do the
work around our farm, particularly given we had just
completed planting 15 acres of oat crop using an old
tractor and mouldboard plough.
At that remark Brian (the farrier) looked up, wide-eyed,
and said that he knew where we could get a Clydesdale
cheap. I nervously back-peddled as fast as I could, but he
persisted and said that we really should consider it given
he was a beautiful and extremely gentle horse. It was
trained to cart and also had been ridden, and therefore it
would be perfect for Liam and Erik, he said.
Of course Liam and Erik were looking at me with wide
eyes and pleading looks. By the time the horses’ hooves
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had been trimmed and Brian had been paid, I held in my
hand the name and phone number of the horse owner’s
father, promising to at least have a look.
Brian had mentioned that the horse was extremely thin and
living in a rather bare paddock, no longer being used as his
owner had moved away to attend university.
As is common to my nature, I then proceeded to phone
a few people I knew who would have some knowledge
about what to look for in such a horse. Having collected a
list of “things to look for” and taking with me a friend and
neighbour who breeds horses, we went off to have a look
as promised.
What we found was an extremely undernourished, very
large horse. We were all rather shocked at the state of
the animal and went home shaking our heads as to how
this could be. At this point I really didn’t envisage taking
on such a challenge. Not being “horsey” people and not
feeling that we had the knowledge and ability to help
such an animal to recover, it seemed an overwhelming
proposition. We were particularly concerned about how the
horse walked, almost tripping over his own feet.
Having discussed the entire situation, we decided that it
was probably too big a task and too big a risk. However
later that night I suddenly had the thought that perhaps
the animal’s odd way of walking may have had to do with
the lack of muscle tone, due to his undernourished state.
So again I hit the phone and spoke with a couple of the
people I’d previously talked to, as well as a very helpful
vet who all agreed this was probably the case. In addition,
the vet suggested that we look at her website (farriervet.
com) where she described how to undertake feeding
animals like this for recovery. Looking at the information
we realised it was information we already had from books
by Pat Coleby, a friend and animal nutritionist. In fact this
was exactly how we already fed our goats and the ponies
we previously had. Armed with this information and Liam
and Erik’s already proven willingness to work hard, we
decided to take on the daunting task.
The aptly named Snowball arrived (delivered by our friend
and farrier Brian) on August 1st, exactly one year after
taking ownership of the two brumbies. He was very thin
with his bones showing clearly through his skin, dry
brittle coat, eyes weeping and looking
very sad and neglected.
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Immediately we set
to work to aid in his recovery.
Having read all the information regarding feeding
for this in Judith’s website, we set about feeding Snowball
small feeds often and soaking his hay briefly in hot water
to help with his digestion and healing. Liam and Erik
worked tirelessly in this. It required giving up going out
temporarily, to tend to Snowball’s every need, including
regularly checking to see if he required water or food,
mixing feed, carrying hot water to soak his hay, cleaning
out his yard several times daily, brushing and grooming,
handling him and reacquainting him with the idea that
people will take care of his needs.
Within a short period of time, Snowball began to respond
but it took quite some time for him to begin to gain any
amount of weight. The next time Brian returned we
discussed it with him and asked if he’d also check his teeth
as he was dropping quite a bit of half chewed food. On
checking, Brian found his teeth to be in a poor state with
sharp ridges on the outside edge, which would have been
preventing him from chewing his food properly. Once this
had been fixed, Snowball began to gain weight much more
quickly, so much so that on Brian’s visit to attend to the
horses’ feet in December, he commented that he had never
seen Snowball in as good condition as he was in at that
time. So we have now proven to ourselves that we can, in
fact, help a horse (even a very large one) to recover from
malnutrition.
I have seen, yet again, how dedicated two young men can
be when they choose to undertake such a task. Liam and
Erik have now both ridden Snowball and are working on
the cart so that they will be able to take their latest animal
acquisitions (a pair of ferrets) and an elderly friend out
rabbiting in the neighbourhood.
Liam used all of the knowledge and experience he had
gained whilst training Avril (his brumby) in re-educating
Snowball, having recognised that he had quite a few bad
habits. So, four months on we now have a beautifully
trained VERY LARGE horse that even a small child can
lead safely, and which I am sure will provide Liam and
Erik with many hours of further learning and fun. Yes,
Brian was right! He is magnificent and he is beautiful.
Again I am thankful that I am able to follow my dream by
allowing my children to follow theirs. And again, I’m not
sure who has learned the most.
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